
The space incorporates the use of lower panels of alternating heights to highlight the 
spectacular views of Baltimore’s Inner Harbor that surround the office space.

McGladrey has used Global and Evolve for
many locations throughout the United States.
The Global and Evolve broad product offering,
distribution model and clean design contributed
to McGladrey’s decision to use Evolve as their 
national standard.

McGladrey is an industry-
leading professional services
organization that believes a
“one-size-fits-all” approach
is not the way to solve
today’s complex business
challenges.  Customization is
key and this approach
applies not only to solutions
they provide to their clients
but also when outfitting their

office spaces in cities such
as Baltimore, Miami and
Philadelphia with employee
work stations.  McGladrey
chose the Evolve system as
their solution because of the
customization and flexibility
it provided in delivering an
ecofriendly workspace that
best meets the needs of their
organization and employees.
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•  Multi-city installation including 140 work stations in 
Baltimore, 60 work stations in Philadelphia and 28 
work stations in Miami

•  National Standard with Global and Evolve

•  The work station panel systems installed include fabric 
acoustic, slat wall and raceway power modules

This project is in a premier space in the Legg Mason building
located in the Inner Harbor district of Baltimore, Maryland.  From
just about any interior standing position, there are beautiful
views of the harbor’s docks, water, stadiums and the
surrounding buildings.  Evolve’s clean, sharp and coherent
design was chosen to compliment these views.
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